
Curriculum Overview PE Geography/History PSHE Music

Year 2 Term 2
The Gunpowder Plot. In Outdoor PE this term, we will continue our learning

and work on ball skills and game rules. Children will

continue to invent a game in teams using different

balls control techniques.

In dance this term our focus will be on sequenced and

repeated movements.

No standalone Geography in term 2.

History will be focused on

knowing about an event or events that

happened long ago, even before their

grandparents were born. Children will

focus on Guy Fawkes and explain why they

are famous.. They will use historical clues

and photographic evidence to find out

timelines of events and if certain parts of

the story are true or legend.

PSHE will be focused on money and how

children spend money. They will be

learning about the ways money can be

spent, from cash to bank transfers,

The discussion will include needs and

wants in life and what your money should

pay for. How do they decide what to

buy?

This term in Music we will be

building on our knowledge of

using body percussion and vocal

sounds. We will learn to follow

instructions about when to sing

or play instruments and learn to

make a sequence of sounds and

respond to different moods in

music.

ART/DT
RE Maths

In Art this term the children will be experimenting with pastels and charcoal learning

about Van Gogh and his Starry Night picture. They will learn about the techniques he used

and working with different art mediums they will recreate their own Starry Night in

response to Van Gogh’s creation..

This term in DT we will be investigating the history of the Christmas Cracker, designing

our own cracker and making a full working version to share with our families. Children will

measure materials to use in a model. They will

choose tools and materials and explain why they have chosen them.

They will join materials and components in different ways.

In RE this term we will be focused on the

traditional Christmas story. We will be

discussing with children what they think

Christmas is all about and then working

with them to rehearse and perform a

Christmas production.

In maths this term we will learn our number bonds within 20 and to 20. We

will work with fact families of equations and will be introduced to the use of

the inverse to check calculations.

We will also learn to compare number sentences.

We will be introduced to the column method and we will use this to add and

subtract ones and tens, a 2-digit and a 1-digit number,

subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number,

add two 2-digit numbers and subtract 2-digit numbers. And finally we will

learn to add three 1-digit numbers.

x

English Science Termly School Value

To start our term off, we will learn to write a firework poem using imagery. This includes using
adjectives and similes to describe the fireworks. Our focus text this term is The Enchanted Wood by
Enid Blyton. We will learn to write a setting description within a narrative using adverbs effectively.

In science our focus will be describing

the importance for humans of exercise,

eating the right amounts of different

types of food, and hygiene. As part of

this, the children will learn about the

different types of food groups and

nutrients needed to stay healthy. They

will learn about our bodies natural

response to food and create

experiments to find out what happens

when you eat too much of the wrong

food.


